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Why Correlations?

• New phases only possible in interacting 
systems

• Distinct phenomena in existing phases

• Control of electronic structure through 
spontaneous symmetry breaking



Topology
Mathematical study of objects that can and cannot 

be smoothly transformed into one another



Topology
In physics, “knotted” states can become new 

phases of matter with robust properties
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Plan
• Topological phases

• Topological insulators and SPT phases

• Gapless phases: Weyl and Dirac

• Applications to pyrochlore iridates

• Another gapless phase: quadratic band 
touching

• Weyl and other descendents
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(typically) a gap closes when the invariant 
changes at boundaries or by varying a 
parameter for a bulk phase transition
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Intrinsic Topological Order

• Wen (1989): some many-body systems exhibit 
an “order” which is sensitive to the topology 
of the spatial manifold

• In general this arises from complex 
entanglement of a many-body ground state

• Does not necessarily give rise to surface states

Topological orders through experiments (1990)

Topological order can be defined “experimentally” through two
unusual topological probes (at least in 2D)

(1) Topology-dependent ground state degeneracy Dg Wen 89

Deg.=D Deg.=D1 2Deg.=1

g=0

g=1

g=2

(2) Non-Abelian geometric’s phases of the degenerate ground
state from deforming the torus: Wen 90

- Shear deformation T : | ↵i ! | 0
↵i = T↵� | �i

- 90� rotation S : | ↵i ! | 00
↵i = S↵� | �i

• T , S , define topological order “experimentally”.

• T , S is a universal probe for any 2D topological orders, just like
X-ray is a universal probe for any crystal orders.

Xiao-Gang Wen, Perimeter/MIT, Oct. 2012 From topological order to long-range entanglement

an aside:

c.f. Kitaev’s toric code, etc.
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Gapless topological 
phases

• Various types of gapless nodal states 
can exist, with elements of band 
topology

• Weyl and Dirac semimetals

• Line node semimetals

3D Weyl/Dirac Semimetals 
Weyl semimetal 
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•   topologically protected, but 
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For crystals with an inversion center, contacts
of equivalent manifolds M'(k), 3f'(k) may occur
at all points k of an endless curve, or of a number
of such curves, in k-space. These contact curves
cannot be destroyed or broken by any infini-
tesimal change in the potential U which pre-
serves the inversional symmetry. It is vanishingly
improbable for such curves to lie in planes of
symmetry in the B-Z; however a contact curve
may pass through a symmetry axis at a point
where necessary degeneracy or contact of
inequivalent manifolds occurs.
Suppose that for a crystal with an inversion

center a contact of inequivalent manifolds
3E'(k), M'(k) occurs at a point k on a sym-
metry axis, and suppose that m'(k) and m'(k)
are each one-dimensional. Then if the vector g
(proportional in the Hartree case to (P„', iVPq, &))'
does not vanish, a curve of contact must pass
through k. This curve may be a curve of contact
of equivalent manifolds of the type just described,
or it may be a curve of contact of inequivalent
manifolds in a plane of symmetry. Naturally if
there is no such symmetry plane in the space
group, the former alternative must hold.
For a crystal whose space group consists only

of its translation group plus an inversion, three
types of contact curves may occur, which are
most easily described when energy is considered
as a trebly periodic function of wave vector in
the infinite reciprocal lattice space. The first
type is a simple closed circuit which is distinct
from the circuit obtained from it by the inversion
k~—k. The second type is a simple closed circuit
which either coincides with the inverse circuit
or can be brought into coincidence with it by 2x
times a translation of the reciprocal lattice. The
third type is a curve extending periodically to
infinity. Now consider any energy band i, and
the band j next above it. For each of the eight
distinct points k„(r=1 to 8) of the B-Z whose
G~" contain the inversion let the numbers

X+(k„,i), E (k„ i), of odd and' of even eigen-
functions fs, ' be counted which have energies
E'(k,) ~& E'(k„). Now the quantity

is an integer, and according to whether this
integer is odd or even the number of circuits of
the second type along which contact between the
bands i and j occurs must be odd or even. Since
any crystal with an inversion center can be made
by an infinitesimal change in the form of U into
one whose space group is merely its translation
group plus the inversion, this implies certain
restrictions on the numbers of contact curves
which may occur for crystals of higher sym-
metry. Prediction of the existence of curves of
contact of equivalent manifolds may therefore
be possible from a knowledge merely of the
energies of the different M'(k, ) at the eight
points k„.
For a crystal without an inversion center, the

energy separation 8E(k+x) in the neigborhood
of a point k where contact of equivalent mani-
folds occurs may be expected to be of the order
of ~ as ~—+0, for all directions of x.
For a crystal with an inversion center, the

energy separation 8E(k') at a point k' near a
curve of contact of equivalent manifolds may be
expected to be of the order of the distance of k'
from the curve.
All kinds of contacts of equivalent manifolds

except the ones described above are vanishingly
improbable. In particular, the occurrence of
isolated points of contact of equivalent manifolds
for crystals with an inversion center is vanish-
ingly improbable.

I should like to express my gratitude to Pro-
fessor E.Wigner for his interest in this work, and
to Dr. L. P. Bouckaert and Dr. R. Smoluchowski
for some interesting discussions.
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basis vectors for a real representation of the
space group of the crystal, and that the normal
modes belonging to a representation which is
irreducible in the field of real numbers, even
though reducible in the complex field, must all
have the same frequency. 7 Thus mathematically
the theory of normal modes and their frequencies

~ Cf. E. Wigner, Gott. Nachr. (1930), p. 133.

is just like the theory of electronic wave functions
and their energies: frequency can be plotted as a
function of wave vector, and sticking together of
two or more of these frequency bands will occur
at wave vectors k where G' has multidimensional
representations or where case (b) or case (c), as
defined above, occurs.
It is a pleasure for me to express my thanks to

Professor E.Wigner, who suggested this problem.

AUGUST 15, 1937 PHYSICAL REVIEW VOLUM E 52

Accidental Degeneracy in the Energy Bands of Crystals
CONYERS HERRING

Princeton University, Princeton, Net Jersey
(Received June 16, 1937)

The circumstances are investigated under which two wave functions occurring in the Hartree
or I'ock solution for a crystal can have the same reduced wave vector and the same energy, It
is found that coincidence of the energies of wave functions with the same symmetry properties,
as well as those with different symmetries, is often to be expected. Some qualitative features
are derived of the way in which energy varies with wave vector near wave vectors for which
degeneracy occurs. All these results, like those of the preceding paper, should be applicable
also to the frequency spectrum of the normal modes of vibration of a crystal.

"N previous papers, by Bouckaert, Smoluchow-
- - ski, and Wigner, ' and by the author, ' certain
properties of the wave functions and energy
values of an electron moving in the periodic field
of a crystal were derived. These properties were
the properties necessitated by the symmetry of
the crystal and by the reality of the Hamiltonian.
The two questions to be discussed in this paper
are:
(1) In the solution of Hartree's or Fock's

equations for a crystal to what extent may one
expect to encounter accidental coincidences in
energy between two one-electron wave functions
with the same wave vector? By "accidental"
coincidences are to be understood coincidences
not necessitated by the symmetry and reality of
the Hamiltonian.
(2) If the energies of two or more bands

coincide at wave vector k, whether accidentally
or for reasons of symmetry and reality, how may
the energies of these bands be expected to vary
with wave vector in the neighborhood of k?
' Bouckaert, Smoluchowski, and Wigner, Phys. Rev. 50,

58 (1936), hereafter referred to as BSW.' Preceding paper, hereafter referred to as I.

The analysis necessary to answer these ques-
tions is rather tedious. Despite this and the fact
that it may not be of practical significance to
bother about too fine details in an approximate
theory, the discussion to be given below may be
of value in forming pictures of the energy band
structures of metals, especially of multivalent
ones. In particular, it is hoped that the complete
determination of energy as a function of wave
vector by interpolation from the results of cal-
culations of the Wigner-Seitz-Slater type will be
facilitated and made more reliable. The results
of this paper also apply, as did those of I, to the
frequency spectrum of the normal modes of
vibration of a crystal; however numerical cal-
culation of these frequencies has not yet ad-
vanced as far as has the calculation of electronic
bands. 3
The notation to be used is the same as in I.

In addition, the symbol LM', 3P] will be intro-
duced to represent the subspace of Hilbert space
spanned together by any two linear manifolds
of wave functions M' and M'.
' Calculations for a simple cubic lattice have been made

by M. Blackman, Proc. Roy. Soc. A159, 416 (1937).
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H = v~� · ~k
A two-component spinor in three 

dimensions: “half” of a Dirac fermion.
Weyl fermions have a chirality  and 

must be massless
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B.A Bernevig, T.L. Hughes, S.C. Zhang, Science 314, 1757 (2006)

(Dirac semimetals also exist)
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be possible from a knowledge merely of the
energies of the different M'(k, ) at the eight
points k„.
For a crystal without an inversion center, the

energy separation 8E(k+x) in the neigborhood
of a point k where contact of equivalent mani-
folds occurs may be expected to be of the order
of ~ as ~—+0, for all directions of x.
For a crystal with an inversion center, the

energy separation 8E(k') at a point k' near a
curve of contact of equivalent manifolds may be
expected to be of the order of the distance of k'
from the curve.
All kinds of contacts of equivalent manifolds

except the ones described above are vanishingly
improbable. In particular, the occurrence of
isolated points of contact of equivalent manifolds
for crystals with an inversion center is vanish-
ingly improbable.

I should like to express my gratitude to Pro-
fessor E.Wigner for his interest in this work, and
to Dr. L. P. Bouckaert and Dr. R. Smoluchowski
for some interesting discussions.
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basis vectors for a real representation of the
space group of the crystal, and that the normal
modes belonging to a representation which is
irreducible in the field of real numbers, even
though reducible in the complex field, must all
have the same frequency. 7 Thus mathematically
the theory of normal modes and their frequencies

~ Cf. E. Wigner, Gott. Nachr. (1930), p. 133.

is just like the theory of electronic wave functions
and their energies: frequency can be plotted as a
function of wave vector, and sticking together of
two or more of these frequency bands will occur
at wave vectors k where G' has multidimensional
representations or where case (b) or case (c), as
defined above, occurs.
It is a pleasure for me to express my thanks to

Professor E.Wigner, who suggested this problem.
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The circumstances are investigated under which two wave functions occurring in the Hartree
or I'ock solution for a crystal can have the same reduced wave vector and the same energy, It
is found that coincidence of the energies of wave functions with the same symmetry properties,
as well as those with different symmetries, is often to be expected. Some qualitative features
are derived of the way in which energy varies with wave vector near wave vectors for which
degeneracy occurs. All these results, like those of the preceding paper, should be applicable
also to the frequency spectrum of the normal modes of vibration of a crystal.

"N previous papers, by Bouckaert, Smoluchow-
- - ski, and Wigner, ' and by the author, ' certain
properties of the wave functions and energy
values of an electron moving in the periodic field
of a crystal were derived. These properties were
the properties necessitated by the symmetry of
the crystal and by the reality of the Hamiltonian.
The two questions to be discussed in this paper
are:
(1) In the solution of Hartree's or Fock's

equations for a crystal to what extent may one
expect to encounter accidental coincidences in
energy between two one-electron wave functions
with the same wave vector? By "accidental"
coincidences are to be understood coincidences
not necessitated by the symmetry and reality of
the Hamiltonian.
(2) If the energies of two or more bands

coincide at wave vector k, whether accidentally
or for reasons of symmetry and reality, how may
the energies of these bands be expected to vary
with wave vector in the neighborhood of k?
' Bouckaert, Smoluchowski, and Wigner, Phys. Rev. 50,

58 (1936), hereafter referred to as BSW.' Preceding paper, hereafter referred to as I.

The analysis necessary to answer these ques-
tions is rather tedious. Despite this and the fact
that it may not be of practical significance to
bother about too fine details in an approximate
theory, the discussion to be given below may be
of value in forming pictures of the energy band
structures of metals, especially of multivalent
ones. In particular, it is hoped that the complete
determination of energy as a function of wave
vector by interpolation from the results of cal-
culations of the Wigner-Seitz-Slater type will be
facilitated and made more reliable. The results
of this paper also apply, as did those of I, to the
frequency spectrum of the normal modes of
vibration of a crystal; however numerical cal-
culation of these frequencies has not yet ad-
vanced as far as has the calculation of electronic
bands. 3
The notation to be used is the same as in I.

In addition, the symbol LM', 3P] will be intro-
duced to represent the subspace of Hilbert space
spanned together by any two linear manifolds
of wave functions M' and M'.
' Calculations for a simple cubic lattice have been made

by M. Blackman, Proc. Roy. Soc. A159, 416 (1937).
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For crystals with an inversion center, contacts
of equivalent manifolds M'(k), 3f'(k) may occur
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of such curves, in k-space. These contact curves
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the band j next above it. For each of the eight
distinct points k„(r=1 to 8) of the B-Z whose
G~" contain the inversion let the numbers

X+(k„,i), E (k„ i), of odd and' of even eigen-
functions fs, ' be counted which have energies
E'(k,) ~& E'(k„). Now the quantity

is an integer, and according to whether this
integer is odd or even the number of circuits of
the second type along which contact between the
bands i and j occurs must be odd or even. Since
any crystal with an inversion center can be made
by an infinitesimal change in the form of U into
one whose space group is merely its translation
group plus the inversion, this implies certain
restrictions on the numbers of contact curves
which may occur for crystals of higher sym-
metry. Prediction of the existence of curves of
contact of equivalent manifolds may therefore
be possible from a knowledge merely of the
energies of the different M'(k, ) at the eight
points k„.
For a crystal without an inversion center, the

energy separation 8E(k+x) in the neigborhood
of a point k where contact of equivalent mani-
folds occurs may be expected to be of the order
of ~ as ~—+0, for all directions of x.
For a crystal with an inversion center, the

energy separation 8E(k') at a point k' near a
curve of contact of equivalent manifolds may be
expected to be of the order of the distance of k'
from the curve.
All kinds of contacts of equivalent manifolds

except the ones described above are vanishingly
improbable. In particular, the occurrence of
isolated points of contact of equivalent manifolds
for crystals with an inversion center is vanish-
ingly improbable.
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space group of the crystal, and that the normal
modes belonging to a representation which is
irreducible in the field of real numbers, even
though reducible in the complex field, must all
have the same frequency. 7 Thus mathematically
the theory of normal modes and their frequencies

~ Cf. E. Wigner, Gott. Nachr. (1930), p. 133.

is just like the theory of electronic wave functions
and their energies: frequency can be plotted as a
function of wave vector, and sticking together of
two or more of these frequency bands will occur
at wave vectors k where G' has multidimensional
representations or where case (b) or case (c), as
defined above, occurs.
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The circumstances are investigated under which two wave functions occurring in the Hartree
or I'ock solution for a crystal can have the same reduced wave vector and the same energy, It
is found that coincidence of the energies of wave functions with the same symmetry properties,
as well as those with different symmetries, is often to be expected. Some qualitative features
are derived of the way in which energy varies with wave vector near wave vectors for which
degeneracy occurs. All these results, like those of the preceding paper, should be applicable
also to the frequency spectrum of the normal modes of vibration of a crystal.

"N previous papers, by Bouckaert, Smoluchow-
- - ski, and Wigner, ' and by the author, ' certain
properties of the wave functions and energy
values of an electron moving in the periodic field
of a crystal were derived. These properties were
the properties necessitated by the symmetry of
the crystal and by the reality of the Hamiltonian.
The two questions to be discussed in this paper
are:
(1) In the solution of Hartree's or Fock's

equations for a crystal to what extent may one
expect to encounter accidental coincidences in
energy between two one-electron wave functions
with the same wave vector? By "accidental"
coincidences are to be understood coincidences
not necessitated by the symmetry and reality of
the Hamiltonian.
(2) If the energies of two or more bands

coincide at wave vector k, whether accidentally
or for reasons of symmetry and reality, how may
the energies of these bands be expected to vary
with wave vector in the neighborhood of k?
' Bouckaert, Smoluchowski, and Wigner, Phys. Rev. 50,

58 (1936), hereafter referred to as BSW.' Preceding paper, hereafter referred to as I.

The analysis necessary to answer these ques-
tions is rather tedious. Despite this and the fact
that it may not be of practical significance to
bother about too fine details in an approximate
theory, the discussion to be given below may be
of value in forming pictures of the energy band
structures of metals, especially of multivalent
ones. In particular, it is hoped that the complete
determination of energy as a function of wave
vector by interpolation from the results of cal-
culations of the Wigner-Seitz-Slater type will be
facilitated and made more reliable. The results
of this paper also apply, as did those of I, to the
frequency spectrum of the normal modes of
vibration of a crystal; however numerical cal-
culation of these frequencies has not yet ad-
vanced as far as has the calculation of electronic
bands. 3
The notation to be used is the same as in I.

In addition, the symbol LM', 3P] will be intro-
duced to represent the subspace of Hilbert space
spanned together by any two linear manifolds
of wave functions M' and M'.
' Calculations for a simple cubic lattice have been made
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Figure 2: (A). Calculated (001) surface band structure of TaAs. (B). detailed view
of part of the calculated band structure. The segment a5 is clearly a Fermi arc.
(C). Fermi surface determined from ARPES data in the same part of the Brillouin
Zone, showing surface states at the Fermi energy, which can be compared with
panel B. (Adapted from Reference 3)

realizes 4 Weyl nodes (the minimum without time reversal breaking) was
adopted.

The featured References 2, 3 both study the electronic band structure of
TaAs, which crystallizes in a body centered tetragonal structure which lacks
inversion. The calculated band structure is as shown in Figure 1 ([1, 2]).
In the absence of spin orbit interactions, the conduction and valence bands
intersect on 4 closed loops that live on mirror planes. Adding spin orbit leads
to a gapping of these intersections, but the bands now intersect at points,
that are opposite chirality points, slightly displaced from these planes. In
all there are 24 Weyl nodes, 12 of each chirality. Since these nodes are not
all related by symmetry, they are at slightly di↵erent energies, and hence
there are always finite sized Fermi pockets in this semimetal. Angle resolved

(001) Surface

Figure 1: Calculated 3D band structure of TaAs (from [1]) showing the 12 pairs of
Weyl nodes. On right, the (001) surface Brillouin zone, with projections of Weyl
nodes - some Weyl nodes line up to give a net chirality of ±2. These charges
denote the number of Fermi arcs that should emanate from these points.

A key requirement is the presence of non degenerate bands, which implies
that either inversion or time reversal symmetry must be broken (related
‘Dirac semimetals’ where both symmetries are present have also been con-
sidered and are an active topic of research, but di↵er in some significant
ways). Early proposals relied on time reversal breaking, studying magnetic
phases in pyrochlore and spinel materials. However, these remain to be ex-
perimentally confirmed.

A di↵erent and potentially easier approach is to consider non-centrosymmetric
crystals with broken inversion symmetry. This avoids the complication of
working with correlated materials with magnetic ground states, although
the e↵ect of inversion breaking in band structures can be relatively weak.
The featured references utilize inversion breaking to realize Weyl nodes.

Reference 1 reports on a photonic material with lattice constants of or-
der centimeters, where Weyl nodes appear in the photonic band structure.
Interestingly, contrary to the solid state example discussed below, here the
theoretically desired band structure was first determined and the material
machined according to specifications. An inversion breaking strategy that

Su-Yang Xu et al. arXiv:1502.03807.
B. Q. Lv et al. arXiv:1502.04684

TaAs

...
X. Huang et al, arXiv:1503.01304
S.-Y. Xu et al, arXiv:1503.03807
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• Predicted Weyl semimetal in Y2Ir2O7 
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Topological semimetal and Fermi-arc surface states in the electronic structure of pyrochlore iridates
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We investigate novel phases that emerge from the interplay of electron correlations and strong spin-orbit
interactions. We focus on describing the topological semimetal, a three-dimensional phase of a magnetic solid,
and argue that it may be realized in a class of pyrochlore iridates (such as Y2Ir2O7) based on calculations using
the LDA + U method. This state is a three-dimensional analog of graphene with linearly dispersing excitations
and provides a condensed-matter realization of Weyl fermions that obeys a two-component Dirac equation. It
also exhibits remarkable topological properties manifested by surface states in the form of Fermi arcs, which
are impossible to realize in purely two-dimensional band structures. For intermediate correlation strengths, we
find this to be the ground state of the pyrochlore iridates, coexisting with noncollinear magnetic order. A narrow
window of magnetic “axion” insulator may also be present. An applied magnetic field is found to induce a
metallic ground state.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.83.205101 PACS number(s): 71.27.+a, 03.65.Vf

Previously, some of the most striking phenomena in solids,
such as high-temperature superconductivity1 and colossal
magnetoresistance,2 were found in transition-metal systems
involving 3d orbitals with strong electron correlations. Now
it has been realized that in 4d and 5d systems, whose orbitals
are spatially more extended, a regime of intermediate corre-
lation appears. Moreover, they display significant spin-orbit
coupling, which modifies their electronic structure as recently
verified in Sr2IrO4 (Ref. 3). This is a largely unexplored
domain, but already tantalizing new phenomena have been
glimpsed. For example, in the 5d iridium-based magnetic
insulator, Na4Ir3O8 (Ref. 4), a disordered ground state persists
down to the lowest measured temperatures, making it a prime
candidate for a quantum spin liquid.5

It is known that strong spin-orbit interactions can lead to a
novel phase of matter, the topological insulator.6 However, the
bismuth-based experimental realizations uncovered so far have
weak electron correlations. Recently, it was pointed out that
the iridium oxides (iridates) are promising candidates to realize
topological insulators7 and that iridium-based pyrochlores in
particular8 provide a unique opportunity to study the interplay
of Coulomb interactions, spin-orbit coupling, and the band
topology of solids.

The main focus of our work is the pyrochlore iridates,
which have the general formula A2Ir2O7, where A = yttrium
or a lanthanide element. Experiments on these materials
indicate magnetic order.9,10 Thus, the possible phases have
not been treated in the theory of topological insulators, which
assumes time-reversal symmetry. A rather different, but also
unusual phase, the topological semimetal is predicted by our
LSDA + U + SO (where LSDA stands for local-spin-density
approximation and SO stands for spin orbit) calculations in
a range of parameters appropriate to the iridates. This phase
has linearly dispersing excitations at the chemical potential,
analogous to graphene,11 but occurs inside a fully three-
dimensional magnetic solid. The small density of states leads
to a vanishing conductivity at low temperatures. Each mode

in this metal is described by a two-component wave-function
(described by the “Weyl equation,” the two-component analog
of the Dirac equation), describing a point where two bands
touch. The Weyl equation is used in particle physics to describe
the chiral and massless behavior of neutrinos (in limits where
their small mass can be neglected). Hence, we also call it the
“Weyl semimetal.”

Weyl fermions can be assigned a chirality; that is, they are
either left or right handed. These modes cannot be gapped
unless they mix with a fermion of opposite handedness, which
is located at a different point in the Brillouin zone. Thus the
gaplessness of Weyl fermions is absolute provided momentum
is conserved;12 it does not require any fine-tuning or symmetry.
These modes are most robust in systems with magnetic order.
They do not exist at all if both time reversal and inversion
symmetry are present, for example, in bismuth. There, in
contrast, Dirac fermions with four-component wave functions
appear, which are typically gapped.

A key property of the Weyl semimetal phase studied in this
work is its unusual surface states, reminiscent of topological
insulators. Since the bulk fermi surface only consists of a set
of momentum points, surface states can be defined for nearly
every surface momentum and take the shape of “Fermi arcs”
in the surface Brillouin zone that stretch between Weyl points.

The “axion insulator” phase can emerge when the Weyl
points annihilate in pairs as the correlations are reduced. This
phase shows a topological magnetoelectric effect,13 captured
by the magnetoelectric parameter θ = π , whose value is
protected by the inversion symmetry, which is respected in
our system. The name axion insulator refers to the analogy
with the axion vacuum in particle physics.14

In the pyrochlore iridates both the A and the Ir atoms
are located on a network of corner-sharing tetrahedra.15,16

Pioneering experiments17 revealed an evolution of ground-
state properties with increasing radius of the A ion, which is
believed to tune electron correlations. While A = Pr is metal-
lic, A = Y is an insulator at low temperatures. Subsequently,

205101-11098-0121/2011/83(20)/205101(9) ©2011 American Physical Society
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it was shown that the insulating ground states evolve from a
high-temperature metallic phase via a magnetic transition.9,10

The magnetism was shown to arise from the Ir sites, since it
also occurs in A = Y, Lu, where the A sites are nonmagnetic.
While its precise nature remains unknown, ferromagnetic
ordering is considered unlikely, since magnetic hysteresis is
not observed.

We show that electronic structure calculations can naturally
account for this evolution and point to a novel ground state.
First, we find that magnetic moments order on the Ir sites
in a noncollinear pattern with moment on a tetrahedron
pointing all in or all out from the center. This structure retains
inversion symmetry, a fact that greatly aids the electronic
structure analysis. While the magnetic pattern remains fixed,
the electronic properties evolve with correlation strength. For
weak correlations, or in the absence of magnetic order, a
metal is obtained, in contrast to the interesting topological
insulator scenario of Ref. 8. With strong correlations we find
a Mott insulator with all-in/all-out magnetic order. However,
for the case of intermediate correlations, relevant to Y2Ir2O7,
the electronic ground state is found to be a Weyl semimetal,
with linearly dispersing Dirac nodes at the chemical potential
and other properties described above.

We also mention the possibility of an exotic insulating
phase emerging when the Weyl points annihilate in pairs
as the correlations are reduced; we call it the θ = π axion
insulator. Although our LSDA + U + SO calculations find
that a metallic phase intervenes before this possibility is
realized, we note that local-density approximation (LDA)
systematically underestimates gaps, so this scenario could well
occur in reality. Finally, we mention that modest magnetic
fields could induce a reorientation of the magnetic moments,
leading to a metallic phase. Previous studies include Ref. 18, an
ab initio study which considered ferromagnetism. In Ref. 19,
the tight-binding model of Ref. 8 was extended to include
tetragonal crystal fields, but in the absence of magnetism. The
topological Dirac metal and axion insulator discussed here do
not appear in those works, largely due to the difference of
magnetic order from our study.

We begin by giving a brief overview of the theoretical
ideas that will be invoked in this work, before turning to our
LSDA + U calculations of magnetic and electronic structure
of the pyrochlore iridates. We then discuss the special surface
states that arise in the Weyl semimetal phase and close with
a comparison to existing experiments and conclusions. Our
results are summarized in the phase diagram Fig. 1.

I. WEYL SEMIMETALS AND INVERSION-SYMMETRIC
INSULATORS

Weyl points are points where the valence band and
conduction band touch. The excitations near each Weyl point
k0 are described by an effective Hamiltonian:

HD = E01 + v0 · q1 +
3!

i=1

vi · qσi . (1)

Energy is measured from the chemical potential, q = k − k0
and (1, σi) are the identity matrix and three Pauli matrices,
respectively. This Hamiltonian is obtained by expanding the

FIG. 1. (Color online) Sketch of the predicted phase diagram
for pyrochlore iridiates. The horizontal axis corresponds to the
increasing interaction among Ir 5d electrons while the vertical axis
corresponds to external magnetic field, which can trigger a transition
out of the noncollinear “all-in/all-out” ground state, which has several
electronic phases.

full Hamiltonian to linear order. No assumptions are needed
beyond the requirement that the two eigenvalues become
degenerate at k0. The velocity vectors vi are generically
nonvanishing and linearly independent. The energy dispersion

is conelike, $E = v0 · q ±
"#3

i=1(vi · q)2. One can assign a
chirality (or chiral charge) c = ±1 to the fermions defined as
c = sgn(v1 · v2 × v3). Note that, since the 2 × 2 Pauli matrices
appear, our Weyl particles are two-component fermions. In
contrast to regular four component Dirac fermions, it is not
possible to introduce a mass gap. The only way for these modes
to disappear is if they meet with another two-component Weyl
fermion in the Brillouin zone, but with opposite chiral charge.
Thus, they are topological objects. By inversion symmetry, the
band touchings come in pairs, at k0 and −k0, and these have
opposite chiralities (since the velocity vectors are reversed).

This semimetallic behavior would not occur (generically)
in a system without magnetic order. In materials such as
bismuth, with both time reversal and inversion symmetry,
Dirac fermions always contain both left- and right-handed
components and are thus typically gapped.20

When the compound has stoichiometric composition, and
all the Weyl points are related by symmetry, the Fermi energy
can generically line up with the energy of the touching points.
Under these circumstances, the density of states is equal to
zero and the behavior of the Weyl fermions controls the
low-temperature physics of the solid. For example, the ac
conductivity should have a particular frequency dependence,
and novel types of surface states should occur, as discussed
below. Because of the symmetry relating the Weyl points,
their energies E0 must coincide. Then, the Fermi energy is
fixed at the touching points because of the Kohn-Luttinger
theorem: At stoichiometry, there are an integer number of
electrons per unit cell. Hence, the Kohn-Luttinger theorem
implies that the volume of particlelike minus holelike Fermi
surfaces must be a multiple of the volume of the Brillouin
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state for this subsystem [see Fig. 5(b)]. Hence, this surface state
crosses zero energy somewhere on the surface Brillouin zone
kλ0 . Such a state can be obtained for every curve enclosing
the Weyl point. Thus, at zero energy, there is a Fermi line in
the surface Brillouin zone, that terminates at the Weyl point
momenta [see Fig. 5(c)]. An arc beginning on a Weyl point
of chirality c has to terminate on a Weyl point of the opposite
chirality. Clearly, the net chirality of the Weyl points within
the (λ, kz) torus was a key input in determining the number of
these states. If Weyl points of opposite chirality line up along
the kz direction, then there is a cancellation and no surface
states are expected.

In the calculations for Y2Ir2O7, at U = 1.5 eV, a Dirac
(or Weyl) node is found to occur at the momentum
(0.52,0.52,0.30)2π/a (in the coordinate system aligned with
the cubic lattice of the crystal) and equivalent points (see
Fig. 4). They can be thought of as occurring on the edges of a
cube, with a pair of Dirac nodes of opposite chirality occupying
each edge, as, for example, the points (0.52,0.52,0.30)2π/a
and (0.52,0.52,−0.30)2π/a. For the case of U = 1.5 eV, the
sides of this cube have the length 0.52(4π/a). Thus, the (111)
and (110) surfaces would have surface states connecting the
projected Weyl points [see Fig. 6 for the (110) surface states
and the theoretical expectation for the (111) surface]. If, on
the other hand, we consider the surface orthogonal to the (001)
direction, Weyl points of opposite chirality are projected to the
same surface momentum along the edges of the cube. Thus,
no protected states are expected for this surface.

To verify these theoretical considerations, we have con-
structed a tight-binding model which has features seen in our
electronic structure calculations for Y2Ir2O7. The calculated
(110) surface band structure for the slab of 128 atoms together
with the sketch of the obtained Fermi arcs is shown in Fig. 6.
This figure shows Fermi arcs from both the front and the back
face of the slab, so there are twice as many arcs coming out of
each Weyl point as predicted for a single surface.

The tight-binding model considers only t2g orbitals of Ir
atoms in the global coordinate system. Since Ir atoms form
a tetrahedral network (see Fig. 2), each pair of nearest-
neighboring atoms forms a corresponding σ -like bond whose
hopping integral is denoted as t and another two π -like
bonds whose hopping integrals are denoted as t ′. To sim-
ulate the appearance of the Weyl point it is essential to
include next-nearest-neighbor interactions between t2g orbitals
which are denoted as t ′′. With the parameters t = 0.2, t ′ =
0.5t , t ′′ = −0.2t , the value of the on-site spin-orbit coupling
equal to 2.5t and the applied on-site “Zeeman” splitting of 0.1t
between states parallel and antiparallel to the local quantization
axis of the all-in/all-out configuration we can roughly model
the bulk Weyl semimetal state; when this model is solved on a
lattice with a boundary, the surface states shown in the figure
appear.

V. DISCUSSION

We now discuss how the present theoretical description
compares with experimental facts. We propose that the low-
temperature state of Y2Ir2O7 (and also possibly of A =
Eu, Sm, and Nd iridates) is a Weyl semimetal, with all-
in/all-out magnetic order. This is broadly consistent with the

FIG. 6. (Color online) Surface states. The calculated surface
energy bands correspond to the (110) surface of the pyrochlore
iridate Y2Ir2O7. A tight-binding approximation has been used to
simulate the bulk band structure with three-dimensional Weyl points
as found by our LSDA + U + SO calculation. The plot corresponds
to diagonalizing 128 atoms slab with two surfaces. The upper inset
shows a sketch of the deduced Fermi arcs connecting projected
bulk Weyl points of opposite chirality. The inset below sketches the
theoretically expected surface states on the (111) surface at the Fermi
energy (surface band structure not shown for this case).

interconnection between insulating behavior and magnetism
observed experimentally.9,10 It is also consistent with being
proximate to a metallic phase on lowering the correlation
strength, such as A = Pr (Ref. 17). In the clean limit, a three-
dimensional Weyl semimetal is an electrical insulator and can
potentially account for the observed electrical resistivity. The
noncollinear magnetic order proposed has Ising symmetry
and could undergo a continuous ordering transition. The
observed “spin-glass”-like magnetic signature could perhaps
arise from defects like magnetic domain walls. A direct probe
of magnetism is currently lacking and would shed light on this
key question. At lower values of U , the system may realize
an “axion insulator” phase with a magnetoelectric response
θ = π , although within our calculations (which are known to
underestimate stability of such gapped phases) a Fermi surface
appears before this happens.

In summary, a theoretical phase diagram for the physical
system is shown in Fig. 1 as a function of U and applied
magnetic field, which leads to a metallic state beyond a critical
field. The precise nature of these phase transformations is not
addressed in the present study.

Note: An experimental paper35 appeared recently in which
it is found that the spins in a related compound (Eu2Ir2O7) form
a regularly ordered state rather than a spin-glass, consistent
with our results. It would be interesting to learn whether this
compound is a Weyl metal or not.

205101-7
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FIG. 3. a) The main panel shows the resistivity, and field cooled (FC) and zero field cooled (ZFC)
susceptibilities for Eu-227, while the insert the spontaneous muon oscillation frequency. Data adapted
from Refs. 80 and 81. b) Phase diagram for the pyrochlore iridates R-227 based on transport and
magnetism measurements. (This is a supplemented and modified version of the diagram found in Ref. 78.)
The R-elements that do not have a local magnetic moment are emphasized in bold magenta. The only
non-lanthanide, R = Y, is denoted by a square.

manifold. Therefore, the SOC � splits the t
2g

spinful manifold into a higher energy J
e↵

= 1/2

doublet and a lower J
e↵

= 3/2 quadruplet. In an ionic picture, since Ir4+ has 5 d-electrons, the

J
e↵

= 1/2 doublet is half-filled, and only this orbital is involved in the low energy electronic

structure. More generally, if trigonal splitting is included, the J
e↵

= 3/2 levels are split and mixed

with the J
e↵

= 1/2 ones. In the general case, there is a highest Kramers doublet, whose character

varies with the ratio of SOC to trigonal splitting, between a J
e↵

= 1/2 doublet and a S = 1/2 one.

A band structure view is complementary to the ionic picture as we now discuss. If only the

highest doublet is involved, we expect 4 two-fold degenerate bands near the Fermi energy, as

there are 4 Ir per unit cell. As discussed by Wan et al.

46 and Yang et al.,51 it is instructive to

consider their structure at the � point. Due to cubic symmetry, the 8 Bloch states at this point

decompose into 2 two-dimensional irreducible representations (irreps) and 1 four-dimensional irrep.

By electron counting, these bands should be half-filled, so that if the order of these irreps, in terms

of degeneracies, is 2-2-4 or 4-2-2, a band insulating state may occur, while if the order is 2-4-2,

the 4-dimensional irrep must be half-filled and hence the system cannot be gapped at the band

structure level (see the lowest panel of Figure 5(b)). The former situation was obtained by Ref. 7

based on a phenomenological but ad-hoc Hubbard model for small U . They found a transition from

a semi-metallic ground state to a TI one with increasing the ratio of SOC to hopping. Subsequently,

by ab initio methods, Wan et al. found46 the latter, 2-4-2, ordering of irreps in Y-227. In this case,

a TI is impossible, but other topological phases can occur with increasing correlations. For those

Yanagashima+Maeno, JPSJ 2001
K. Matsuhira et al, JPSJ 2011

W. Witczak-Krempa et al, ARCMP 2013

As is reported in ref. 15, we were unable to prepare
samples free from impurity phases by a solid-state reaction
in air because of the volatility of IrO2. Furthermore, their
reflection peaks in XRD patterns were much broader. This
result indicates that the samples prepared in air have poorer
crystallinity or deviate from their stoichiometry. Note that
before our study in ref. 15, all polycrystalline samples were
prepared by a solid-state reaction in air.20,22–26)

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Resistivity
Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the

electrical resistivities !ðT Þ of Ln2Ir2O7 for Ln = Pr, Nd,
Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, and Ho. When Ln is changed from Pr to
Dy, !ðT Þ at room temperature gradually increases; !ðT Þ for
Ln = Ho at room temperature is lower than that for Dy.27)

The gradient of !ðT Þ at room temperature gradually changes
from a positive value to a negative value. For Ln = Pr and
Nd, Ln2Ir2O7 is metallic. For Ln = Sm, Eu, and Gd,
Ln2Ir2O7 is semimetallic. For Ln = Tb, Dy, and Ho,
Ln2Ir2O7 is semiconducting. We found that, for Ln = Nd,

Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, and Ho, Ln2Ir2O7 exhibits MITs at 33,
117, 120, 127, 132, 134, and 141K, respectively, while
Pr2Ir2O7 exhibits no MIT down to 0.3K; it should be noted
that TMI for Ln = Nd is revised to 33K.28,29) Now, although
the conductivity of Ln2Ir2O7 for Ln = Tb, Dy, and Ho is
semiconducting with a small energy gap at room tempera-
ture, we have adopted MIT for convenience because a
common feature in their transition is observed. TMI increases
monotonically as the ionic radius of Ln decreases. The ionic
radius boundary for MITs in Ln2Ir2O7 lies between Ln = Pr
and Nd. For Ln = Gd, Tb, Dy, and Ho, a clear upturn due to
MIT is shown in Fig. 1(b). Discontinuities and thermal
hysteresis were not observed at approximately TMI, indicat-
ing that these MITs are second-order transitions. It should be
noted that !ðT Þ below TMI continues to increase without
saturation on cooling. This implies that MITs in Ln2Ir2O7

are not of accidental origin but of essential one.
We then attempted the order estimation of the energy gap

in the insulating state from the data. For the data just below
TMI, we tried to estimate the energy gap by assuming the
equation !ðT Þ ¼ !0 expðEg=T Þ, where Eg is the energy gap.
The estimated Eg is about 300–600K; Eg for Ln = Nd, Sm,
Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, and Ho is estimated to be 405, 493, 429,
330, 517, 569, and 463K, respectively. We found that the
energy gap for Ln = Tb, Dy, and Ho increases by about
100–200K below TMI. These values may roughly correspond
to the energy gap, although no systematic change has been
confirmed. The band gap in the insulated state is small in
comparison with that in 3d electron system.30) Below TMI,
!ðT Þ cannot be described by the thermal activation
conduction form !ðT Þ ¼ !0 expðEg=T Þ. In addition, !ðT Þ
below TMI cannot be expressed in terms of the variable range
hopping except for Ln = Eu.31) Further investigation on the
unconventional temperature dependence of resistivity in the
insulating state is required to verify the origin.

3.2 Thermoelectric power
Figure 2 shows the temperature dependences of the

thermoelectric powers SðT Þ of Ln2Ir2O7 for Ln = Pr, Nd,
Sm, Eu, and Gd. When Ln is changed from Pr to Gd, the sign

Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Electrical resistivities of Ln2Ir2O7 for Ln = Pr,
Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, and Ho. (b) Enlarged view of electrical resistivities
of Ln2Ir2O7 for Ln = Gd, Tb, Dy, and Ho.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Thermoelectric powers of Ln2Ir2O7 for Ln = Pr,
Nd, Sm, Eu, and Gd.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) All-in-all-out magnetic structure where
all four magnetic moments on the vertices of each tetrahedron point
inward or outward. Arrows indicate the Ir4+ magnetic moments.
(b) Coplanar magnetic order where four magnetic moments on a
tetrahedron lie in the (001) plane and are either antiparallel or
orthogonal.

surface with edges about 0.5 mm long [Fig. 2(b)] was attached
to a copper plate with varnish and mounted in a closed-
cycle 4He refrigerator. The [011] of the sample was oriented
perpendicular to the scattering plane [Fig. 2(a)]. A Mo (200)
crystal was used to analyze the polarization of the scattered x
ray. The linearly polarized σ ′ (perpendicular to the scattering
plane) and π ′ (parallel to the scattering plane) components
can be detected by rotating the Mo crystal about the scattered
beam. The 2θ value of the (200) reflection of Mo is 89.564◦ at
11.230 keV, which guarantees a polarization purity of 99.99%.
To investigate the change in crystal structure across the M-I
transition, x-ray oscillation photographs were taken with a
large cylindrical imaging plate installed at BL02B1, SPring-8,
Japan, at a photon energy of 35 keV, which is far from the
absorption edges of the constituent elements.25 A single crystal
sample with a dimension of 0.05 mm was cooled by using a
He-gas spray refrigerator. SHELXL (Ref. 26) was used to refine
the structural parameters. The magnetic susceptibility of three
single crystals (0.49 mg), including the one used for the RXD

[1 1 1]

1 mm

(a)

Incident X-ray

-ray
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Schematic view of the experimental
setup for the resonant magnetic x-ray diffraction measurements.
(b) Photograph of the Eu2Ir2O7 single crystal used for the RXD
experiment. (c) Ir-O network in the pyrochlore structure. Each Ir
is coordinated to six O atoms. The IrO6 octahedra are connected
by shared vertices to form a tetrahedral Ir network. Each IrO6 is
compressed along a trigonal axis.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a), (b) Profiles of the (10 0 0) reflec-
tions of Eu2Ir2O7 scanned along (h00) in reciprocal space with a
photon energy of 11.230 keV at several temperatures through the
(a) σ -σ ′ and (b) σ -π ′ channels. (c) Temperature dependence of the
integrated intensities of the (10 0 0) reflection detected though the
σ -σ ′ (solid circles) and σ -π ′ (open circles) channels. (d) Temperature
dependence of the electrical resistivity (solid line) and magnetic
susceptibility (circles). The magnetic susceptibilities were measured
for zero-field-cooling (ZFC; solid circles) and field-cooling (FC; open
circles) processes in a field of 1000 Oe.

measurement (0.3 mg), was measured with a superconducting
quantum interference device magnetometer under an applied
magnetic field of 1000 Oe.

Initially, several line scans were performed along (h00),
(hh0), and (hhh) in the reciprocal space to search for magnetic
reflections with the on-resonance condition. No reflections
at incommensurate positions were observed (not shown).
Forbidden reflections at (4n + 2 0 0) were then investigated.
In pyrochlore systems with an Fd3̄m space group, the (h00)
reflections are allowed only when h= 4n, where n is an integer.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the x-ray diffraction profiles for the
σ -σ ′ and σ -π ′ channels along (h00) around h = 10 at a photon
energy of 11.230 keV and at several temperatures. A clear peak
was observed at (10 0 0) in both the polarization channels.
The integrated intensity of the peak is plotted as a function
of temperature (Fig. 3). The reflection in the σ -π ′ channel
appeared only below TMI = 120 K. The intensity in the σ -π ′

channel (Iσ -π ′) below the TMI increased approximately linearly
to TMI − T , which is consistent with a second-order phase
transition. In contrast, the peak was also visible above TMI
in the σ -σ ′ channel. In the resonance condition, (4n + 2 0 0)
reflections can arise from the anisotropy of the anomalous
scattering factor of Ir4+ ions. The Ir4+ ions occupy trigonally
distorted octahedral sites with a local symmetry of 3̄m, which
causes the uniaxial anisotropy in the anomalous scattering
factor tensor with the spatial axis parallel to the trigonal axis.27

Because the special axes for the four Ir sites in the primitive
cell are not parallel to each other [Fig. 2(c)], the reflection
condition is relaxed near the Ir absorption edges.28 The [011]
axis was set perpendicular to the scattering plane; therefore
the structure factors of the (4n + 2 0 0) reflections in the σ -σ ′
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Figure 2(b) shows the inelastic scattering intensity
distributions in ðQ;EÞ space measured below TMI. The
horizontally spreading excitation mode is observed at around
1.3meV; it corresponds to the splitting of the Nd3þ ground
doublet. The scattering intensity decreases with increasing
Q, confirming that the excitations are magnetic. However,
the mode appears slightly dispersive. To verify the
dispersion, we compared the constant–E scans measured at
1.2 and 1.4meV in Fig. 2(b); the comparison results are
shown in Fig. 2(c). The Q dependences at these energies
are clearly different, indicating that the excitations are not
completely flat but dispersive, with a bandwidth of $0:1
meV (1K).

4. Analyses

We analyzed the magnetic structure on the basis of the
q0 intensities given in Table I. Crystalline field analysis21)

revealed the magnitude of Nd3þ moments to be about
2.37!B, whereas that of Ir

4þ moments is expected to be 1!B

at most. Therefore, as the first approximation, we assumed
that the q0 intensities consist of only the Nd moments. In
fact, the statistical errors of our data would be too large to
resolve the Nd and Ir moments. Furthermore, later in this
section, the magnitude of moment estimated by the magnetic
structure analysis is confirmed to be in agreement with that
estimated by the crystalline field analysis.

The crystalline field analysis also strongly suggests that
the Nd moments are highly anisotropic along the h111i
directions (in/out-type Ising moments),21) as expected from
available data on other Nd pyrochlore oxides.26) In addition,
the measured magnetic susceptibility shows a small value of
only $10%3!B/formula under a magnetic field of 1 kOe, and
no hysteresis curve is observed at 5K.16,17,21,24) Therefore,
among the various magnetic structure models described by
the in/out-type moments, the 3-in 1-out and the 2-in 2-out
types are most probably ruled out, because these model types
are essentially ferromagnetic. A unique possible solution is
the all-in all-out type of model, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Thus,
we examined the consistency between the all-in all-out
model and the q0 intensities.

The remaining fitting parameter is the absolute value of
magnetic moments of Nd3þ (m). Therefore, we evaluated it
by the least-squares method, by employing the magnetic
form factor of Nd3þ calculated by Freeman and Desclaux.27)

Since the sample was cylindrical in shape, the reflection-
angle dependence of the absorption factor was ignored. The
evaluation results showed that the all-in all-out model had
the best-fit calculated intensities, with mð9KÞ ¼ 1:3'
0:2!B (Table I); these intensities are in agreement with the
experimental ones, as shown in Fig. 3(a).

Further, from Fig. 1(d), the ratio of magnetic scattering
intensity at 0.7 K to that at 9K is estimated to be about 3.2.
Since the magnetic intensity is proportional to the square of
m,28) the value of mð0:7KÞ is estimated to be 2:3' 0:4
½¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3:2

p
) mð9KÞ*!B. This value is in good agreement

with the value of 2.37!B estimated by the crystalline field
analysis.21)

To summarize x3 and x4, we found that the antiferro-
magnetic long-range structure with q0 grows with decreasing
temperature below TNd ¼ 15' 5K. The structure can be
approximately described by the all-in all-out type of model
for Nd moments with a magnitude of 2:3' 0:4!B at 0.7K.
No direct signals for Ir moments were obtained in the
present experiments.

5. Discussion

5.1 Magnetic structure below TMI

The ground doublet of Nd3þ splits when the temperature
decreases to below TMI, as shown by the dotted arrows in
Fig. 2(a); however, the Nd magnetic structure grows mainly
below TNd, as shown in Fig. 1(d) and by the solid arrows
in Fig. 2(a). This discrepancy in temperature suggests that
not Nd moments exhibit static magnetic order at TMI. In
isomorphic Nd2Mo2O7, the magnetic moments of d and
f electrons do not order simultaneously, as revealed by
neutron diffraction experiments; the Mo structure grows
below Curie temperature TC ¼ 93K and then the Nd
structure grows mainly below $20K with decreasing
temperature.26) In analogy with Nd2Mo2O7, Ir magnetic
ordering is expected to occur in Nd2Ir2O7 at TMI. The
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Magnetic structure modelling. (a) Comparison between experimental and best-fit calculated magnetic reflection intensities given in
Table I. (b) All-in all-out magnetic structure. The filled circles represent Nd3þ ions, and the arrows represent the Nd moments. (c) Trigonally distorted O2%

ligand around Ir4þ ion. All the Ir–O bonds are of the same length (2.01 !A). (d) Relation between magnetic moments (blue thin arrows) of Ir4þ ions (blue small
balls) and magnetic moments (red thick arrows) of Nd3þ ions (red large balls). Both the Ir and the Nd moments form the all-in all-out structures. Alternative
directions of Nd moments in the case of a ferromagnetic Nd–Ir interaction are depicted: when the moments are antiferromagnetic, the directions of all the red
arrows are reversed, and the all-in all-out type structure is retained.
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FIG. 3. (a) Representative short-time asymmetry data taken from
GPS for Y-227 with curves offset for clarity and solid lines
representing fits to Eq. (1). (b) FFT of the asymmetry data smoothed
to highlight evolution of the peak.

of the data [Fig. 1(c)] showed excellent agreement with
previously reported values; we did not observe any evidence
of long-range order or structural transitions down to T = 3 K.
However, neutron studies of small-moment iridates often
require single-crystal measurements to resolve correlated spin
scattering. Conservatively, this powder measurement places an
upper limit of the Ir4+ ordered moment to be below 0.5 µB
based on the collected statistics and the resolution of the
diffractometer.

µSR provides an excellent means of further probing the
local magnetic order due to the large gyromagnetic ratio of
the muon (γµ/2π = 135.5 MHz/T) which makes it possible to
detect static fields of a few Gauss or less while simultaneously
probing spin dynamics and correlations in the MHz regime.14

Sample asymmetry curves showing the early time behavior
from PSI are shown in Fig. 3(a) for Y-227 and Fig. 4(a) for
Yb-227. The most significant feature is the appearance of
spontaneous muon spin precessions below TLRO = 150 and
130 K for Y-227 and Yb-227, respectively. These data signify
the presence of a static local magnetic field ⟨Bloc⟩ at the muon
site. Furthermore, the oscillations are well defined indicating
commensurate order with a single magnetically unique muon-
stopping site. The resultant asymmetry curves were fit by
the simple depolarization function for a magnetically ordered

FIG. 4. (a) Representative short-time asymmetry data taken from
GPS for Yb-227 with curves offset for clarity, and solid line
representing fits to Eq. (1). (b) FFT of asymmetry data.

polycrystal, as used in Ref. 5 for Eu-227:

A(t) = A1 exp[−(#t)β] cos(ωt + φ) + A2 exp(−λt). (1)

The first component describes the oscillations from the
muon spin precessing about a spontaneous static local
field with frequency ωµ/2π = ⟨Bloc⟩γµ/2π and damping
described by a stretched exponential with characteristic rate
# and β < 1. The second component describes the relatively
slower longitudinal relaxation due to spin-lattice relaxation or
fluctuations of the local moments. Because this component
also reflects muons for which the initial muon polarization is
parallel to the internal field at the stopping site, we expect the
fraction of slow relaxing asymmetry to the total asymmetry
η = A2/(A1 + A2) = 1/3 at temperatures well below the
ordering temperature, and indeed we find that η = 0.30(2)
and 0.35(1) for Y-227 and Yb-227, respectively, when T =
1.8 K. The phase factor φ was found to be rather large for a
system described by a single oscillatory frequency; however,
suitable fits for both samples at all temperatures were obtained
by fixing φ to −20◦, the value obtained at 1.5 K.

For Y-227, the temperature dependence of ωµ as determined
from fitting to Eq. (1) is shown in the top panel of Fig. 5.
The onset of muon spin precession occurs near TLRO and
the precession frequency increases monotonically, reaching

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the parameters extracted
from fitting Eq (1) for Y-227. Closed symbols represent data from
GPS, while open symbols are from EMU. TOP: ωµ/2π with η inset;
the solid line is a mean-field fit, as described in the text. MIDDLE:
#, solid lines are guides for the eyes. BOTTOM: λ from both GPS
and EMU.
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FIG. 3. a) The main panel shows the resistivity, and field cooled (FC) and zero field cooled (ZFC)
susceptibilities for Eu-227, while the insert the spontaneous muon oscillation frequency. Data adapted
from Refs. 80 and 81. b) Phase diagram for the pyrochlore iridates R-227 based on transport and
magnetism measurements. (This is a supplemented and modified version of the diagram found in Ref. 78.)
The R-elements that do not have a local magnetic moment are emphasized in bold magenta. The only
non-lanthanide, R = Y, is denoted by a square.

manifold. Therefore, the SOC � splits the t
2g

spinful manifold into a higher energy J
e↵

= 1/2

doublet and a lower J
e↵

= 3/2 quadruplet. In an ionic picture, since Ir4+ has 5 d-electrons, the

J
e↵

= 1/2 doublet is half-filled, and only this orbital is involved in the low energy electronic

structure. More generally, if trigonal splitting is included, the J
e↵

= 3/2 levels are split and mixed

with the J
e↵

= 1/2 ones. In the general case, there is a highest Kramers doublet, whose character

varies with the ratio of SOC to trigonal splitting, between a J
e↵

= 1/2 doublet and a S = 1/2 one.

A band structure view is complementary to the ionic picture as we now discuss. If only the

highest doublet is involved, we expect 4 two-fold degenerate bands near the Fermi energy, as

there are 4 Ir per unit cell. As discussed by Wan et al.

46 and Yang et al.,51 it is instructive to

consider their structure at the � point. Due to cubic symmetry, the 8 Bloch states at this point

decompose into 2 two-dimensional irreducible representations (irreps) and 1 four-dimensional irrep.

By electron counting, these bands should be half-filled, so that if the order of these irreps, in terms

of degeneracies, is 2-2-4 or 4-2-2, a band insulating state may occur, while if the order is 2-4-2,

the 4-dimensional irrep must be half-filled and hence the system cannot be gapped at the band

structure level (see the lowest panel of Figure 5(b)). The former situation was obtained by Ref. 7

based on a phenomenological but ad-hoc Hubbard model for small U . They found a transition from

a semi-metallic ground state to a TI one with increasing the ratio of SOC to hopping. Subsequently,

by ab initio methods, Wan et al. found46 the latter, 2-4-2, ordering of irreps in Y-227. In this case,

a TI is impossible, but other topological phases can occur with increasing correlations. For those

Yanagashima+Maeno, JPSJ 2001
K. Matsuhira et al, JPSJ 2011

W. Witczak-Krempa et al, ARCMP 2013

what is the “parent” 
paramagnetic 

structure?
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More accurate TB-mBJ method 
predicts Pr2Ir2O7 is a zero gap 

nodal semimetal!
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Pyrochlore iridates
• Weyl semimetal?
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FIG. 3. a) The main panel shows the resistivity, and field cooled (FC) and zero field cooled (ZFC)
susceptibilities for Eu-227, while the insert the spontaneous muon oscillation frequency. Data adapted
from Refs. 80 and 81. b) Phase diagram for the pyrochlore iridates R-227 based on transport and
magnetism measurements. (This is a supplemented and modified version of the diagram found in Ref. 78.)
The R-elements that do not have a local magnetic moment are emphasized in bold magenta. The only
non-lanthanide, R = Y, is denoted by a square.

manifold. Therefore, the SOC � splits the t
2g

spinful manifold into a higher energy J
e↵

= 1/2

doublet and a lower J
e↵

= 3/2 quadruplet. In an ionic picture, since Ir4+ has 5 d-electrons, the

J
e↵

= 1/2 doublet is half-filled, and only this orbital is involved in the low energy electronic

structure. More generally, if trigonal splitting is included, the J
e↵

= 3/2 levels are split and mixed

with the J
e↵

= 1/2 ones. In the general case, there is a highest Kramers doublet, whose character

varies with the ratio of SOC to trigonal splitting, between a J
e↵

= 1/2 doublet and a S = 1/2 one.

A band structure view is complementary to the ionic picture as we now discuss. If only the

highest doublet is involved, we expect 4 two-fold degenerate bands near the Fermi energy, as

there are 4 Ir per unit cell. As discussed by Wan et al.

46 and Yang et al.,51 it is instructive to

consider their structure at the � point. Due to cubic symmetry, the 8 Bloch states at this point

decompose into 2 two-dimensional irreducible representations (irreps) and 1 four-dimensional irrep.

By electron counting, these bands should be half-filled, so that if the order of these irreps, in terms

of degeneracies, is 2-2-4 or 4-2-2, a band insulating state may occur, while if the order is 2-4-2,

the 4-dimensional irrep must be half-filled and hence the system cannot be gapped at the band

structure level (see the lowest panel of Figure 5(b)). The former situation was obtained by Ref. 7

based on a phenomenological but ad-hoc Hubbard model for small U . They found a transition from

a semi-metallic ground state to a TI one with increasing the ratio of SOC to hopping. Subsequently,

by ab initio methods, Wan et al. found46 the latter, 2-4-2, ordering of irreps in Y-227. In this case,

a TI is impossible, but other topological phases can occur with increasing correlations. For those

Yanagashima+Maeno, JPSJ 2001
K. Matsuhira et al, JPSJ 2011

W. Witczak-Krempa et al, ARCMP 2013

Best candidate 
should be 
Nd2Ir2O7
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[10,12–14], while Pr2Ir2O7 is metallic down to 0.3 K and
shows no long-range magnetic ordering except for the
freezing of Pr-4f or Ir-5d moments at 0.12 K [15].
Despite these experimental investigations on the electronic
or magnetic properties for these systems, the origin of MIT
has been left elusive.

In this study, we have systematically investigated the
evolution of the charge dynamics as well as the transport,
magnetic, and thermal properties in the course of MIT for
the pyrochlore-type Nd2Ir2O7 and its Rh-doped analogs
Nd2ðIr1"xRhxÞ2O7. Rh doping is done to finely tune the
interplay between the SOI and the electron correlation, and
hence to drive the insulator-metal transition at the ground
state. The observed features suggest that the MITs for the
present system can be viewed as the phase changes among
the correlated metal, the Weyl semimetal, and the narrow
gap Mott insulator, as characterized by the strong SOI and
electron correlation.

The high-quality polycrystalline samples of
Nd2ðIr1"xRhxÞ2O7 with x ¼ 0, 0.02, 0.05, and 0.10 were
prepared by a solid-state reaction under high pressure
(3 GPa and 1200 %C). The dense and hard samples with
least grain-boundary effect as prepared by the high-
pressure method are particularly suitable for the optical
reflectance and transport measurements. We have con-
firmed by powder x-ray diffraction that all the samples
imply no detectable impurity phase, and the lattice con-
stant of the Rh-doped compounds satisfies Vegard’s law, as
shown in Fig. 1(f). The resistivity, specific heat, and mag-
netization were measured with the physical property mea-
surement system (Quantum Design). Reflectivity spectra in
the temperature range from 5 to 290 K were measured
between 0.005 and 5 eV by Fourier transform- and grating-
type spectrometers. The spectra above 5 eV were measured
at room temperature with the use of synchrotron radiation
at UV-SOR, Institute for Molecular Science. The optical
conductivity spectra were obtained by Kramers-Kronig
(KK) analysis with suitable extrapolation procedures.
The optical conductivity spectra below 10 meV were ob-
tained by terahertz (THz) time-domain spectroscopy
(TDS) in a transmission configuration [16] without resort-
ing to KK analysis (for details of the experimental setup for
the present THz TDS, see Sec. II Ref. [16]).

The temperature dependence of resistivity for Nd2Ir2O7

(x ¼ 0) is shown in Fig. 1(a), along with those for x¼0:02,
0.05, and 0.10. First, we focus on the MIT in Nd2Ir2O7

(x ¼ 0). With lowering temperature, the resistivity for
x ¼ 0 monotonically decreases down to 50 K and then
shows a divergent behavior below 30 K. In Fig. 1(b), we
show the temperature dependence of magnetization mea-
sured by field-cooling (FC) and zero-field-cooling (ZFC)
processes. The magnetization curve measured in the FC
process shows an upturn at TN, while that measured in the
ZFC process shows no clear anomaly with previous reports
[10]. As shown in Fig. 1(g), the ordering of the Ir-5d

moment manifests itself as a !-type peak at TN in the
specific heat curve for x ¼ 0. A recent neutron scattering
study indicates that the Nd-4f moment starts to order
below 15 K [11]. Since the energy of the crystal field
(CF) splitting between the ground state and the first excited
state is estimated to be 26 meV (& 300 K) [11], a broad
hump-like structure around 10 K may be attributed not to
CF excitation but to the magnetic ordering of Nd-4f mo-
ments. We note that the entropy change except the contri-
bution from phonon below 20 K is larger than R ln2, the
value corresponding to the entropy released by the mag-
netic ordering of Nd-4f moments as observed in spin-ice
systems [17]. The excess entropy change may originate
from the coupled Ir-5d moments, reflecting the exchange
interaction between Nd-4f and Ir-5d moments.
Figure 2(a) displays the optical conductivity spectra for

Nd2Ir2O7 (x ¼ 0) at various temperatures above 50 K as
well as at 10 K. At 290 K, a broad absorption band is
observed around 1 eV, as shown in the inset to Fig. 2(a).
Since the optical conductivity spectra above 1 eV show
minimal temperature dependence, we henceforth focus on
the low energy range below 1 eV. At room temperature, the
spectral shape below 0.5 eV is fairly flat except for the
sharp peaks due to the optical phonons below 0.08 eV,

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Optical conductivity spectra at vari-
ous temperatures for Nd2Ir2O7. The filled circles denote dc
conductivities. The inset shows the spectra at 290 K and 50 K
up to 2 eV. The triangle indicates the absorption band around
1 eV. (b) Optical conductivity spectra below 50 K. The inset
show the magnified view of the spectra in the far-infrared region
as deduced by time-domain terahertz spectroscopy.

PRL 109, 136402 (2012) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
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it was shown that the insulating ground states evolve from a
high-temperature metallic phase via a magnetic transition.9,10

The magnetism was shown to arise from the Ir sites, since it
also occurs in A = Y, Lu, where the A sites are nonmagnetic.
While its precise nature remains unknown, ferromagnetic
ordering is considered unlikely, since magnetic hysteresis is
not observed.

We show that electronic structure calculations can naturally
account for this evolution and point to a novel ground state.
First, we find that magnetic moments order on the Ir sites
in a noncollinear pattern with moment on a tetrahedron
pointing all in or all out from the center. This structure retains
inversion symmetry, a fact that greatly aids the electronic
structure analysis. While the magnetic pattern remains fixed,
the electronic properties evolve with correlation strength. For
weak correlations, or in the absence of magnetic order, a
metal is obtained, in contrast to the interesting topological
insulator scenario of Ref. 8. With strong correlations we find
a Mott insulator with all-in/all-out magnetic order. However,
for the case of intermediate correlations, relevant to Y2Ir2O7,
the electronic ground state is found to be a Weyl semimetal,
with linearly dispersing Dirac nodes at the chemical potential
and other properties described above.

We also mention the possibility of an exotic insulating
phase emerging when the Weyl points annihilate in pairs
as the correlations are reduced; we call it the θ = π axion
insulator. Although our LSDA + U + SO calculations find
that a metallic phase intervenes before this possibility is
realized, we note that local-density approximation (LDA)
systematically underestimates gaps, so this scenario could well
occur in reality. Finally, we mention that modest magnetic
fields could induce a reorientation of the magnetic moments,
leading to a metallic phase. Previous studies include Ref. 18, an
ab initio study which considered ferromagnetism. In Ref. 19,
the tight-binding model of Ref. 8 was extended to include
tetragonal crystal fields, but in the absence of magnetism. The
topological Dirac metal and axion insulator discussed here do
not appear in those works, largely due to the difference of
magnetic order from our study.

We begin by giving a brief overview of the theoretical
ideas that will be invoked in this work, before turning to our
LSDA + U calculations of magnetic and electronic structure
of the pyrochlore iridates. We then discuss the special surface
states that arise in the Weyl semimetal phase and close with
a comparison to existing experiments and conclusions. Our
results are summarized in the phase diagram Fig. 1.

I. WEYL SEMIMETALS AND INVERSION-SYMMETRIC
INSULATORS

Weyl points are points where the valence band and
conduction band touch. The excitations near each Weyl point
k0 are described by an effective Hamiltonian:

HD = E01 + v0 · q1 +
3!

i=1

vi · qσi . (1)

Energy is measured from the chemical potential, q = k − k0
and (1, σi) are the identity matrix and three Pauli matrices,
respectively. This Hamiltonian is obtained by expanding the

FIG. 1. (Color online) Sketch of the predicted phase diagram
for pyrochlore iridiates. The horizontal axis corresponds to the
increasing interaction among Ir 5d electrons while the vertical axis
corresponds to external magnetic field, which can trigger a transition
out of the noncollinear “all-in/all-out” ground state, which has several
electronic phases.

full Hamiltonian to linear order. No assumptions are needed
beyond the requirement that the two eigenvalues become
degenerate at k0. The velocity vectors vi are generically
nonvanishing and linearly independent. The energy dispersion

is conelike, $E = v0 · q ±
"#3

i=1(vi · q)2. One can assign a
chirality (or chiral charge) c = ±1 to the fermions defined as
c = sgn(v1 · v2 × v3). Note that, since the 2 × 2 Pauli matrices
appear, our Weyl particles are two-component fermions. In
contrast to regular four component Dirac fermions, it is not
possible to introduce a mass gap. The only way for these modes
to disappear is if they meet with another two-component Weyl
fermion in the Brillouin zone, but with opposite chiral charge.
Thus, they are topological objects. By inversion symmetry, the
band touchings come in pairs, at k0 and −k0, and these have
opposite chiralities (since the velocity vectors are reversed).

This semimetallic behavior would not occur (generically)
in a system without magnetic order. In materials such as
bismuth, with both time reversal and inversion symmetry,
Dirac fermions always contain both left- and right-handed
components and are thus typically gapped.20

When the compound has stoichiometric composition, and
all the Weyl points are related by symmetry, the Fermi energy
can generically line up with the energy of the touching points.
Under these circumstances, the density of states is equal to
zero and the behavior of the Weyl fermions controls the
low-temperature physics of the solid. For example, the ac
conductivity should have a particular frequency dependence,
and novel types of surface states should occur, as discussed
below. Because of the symmetry relating the Weyl points,
their energies E0 must coincide. Then, the Fermi energy is
fixed at the touching points because of the Kohn-Luttinger
theorem: At stoichiometry, there are an integer number of
electrons per unit cell. Hence, the Kohn-Luttinger theorem
implies that the volume of particlelike minus holelike Fermi
surfaces must be a multiple of the volume of the Brillouin

205101-2
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may be attributed to the canting deformation of the AIAO
state by a magnetic field. Surprisingly, there is a considerable
antisymmetric component as shown in Fig. 2(c), whose sign
is opposite between processes (2) and (3). The unconventional
field dependence is also identified in the magnetization.
In Fig. 2(d), we plot the magnetization as a function of
magnetic field. The magnetization shows a small hysteresis
between processes (2) and (3) and contains the symmetric
component [Fig. 2(e)], the sign of which is opposite between
these processes, in addition to the conventional antisymmetric
component [Fig. 2(f)]. In general, such an antisymmetric
component of magnetoresistance and a symmetric one of
magnetization with respect to the applied magnetic field
are not present in conventional antiferromagnets without
a net magnetization. Recently, Arima pointed out that the
AIAO-type magnetic ordering on the pyrochlore lattice can be
regarded as a ferroic order of magnetic octupole moments, and
the two variants (A and B domains) can be switched between
each other by a magnetic field [29]. Such a unique order makes
the aforementioned components discernible, the sign of which
is reversed between A and B domains. Thus, the observed
antisymmetric (symmetric) component of magnetoresistance
(magnetization) with sign reversal indicates that, once the
magnetic field as high as +14 T (−14 T) is applied, a
nearly single A domain (B domain) state is realized, which is
switchable to each other by sweeping the magnetic field down
(up) to −14 T (+14 T) [30]. In this context, the enhancement
of σut/σt observed at zero magnetic field in the AF phase
means that the resistivity in the multidomain state is lower
than in the nearly single domain one; namely, the AF DW
is electronically more conductive than the bulk. This cannot
be explained in terms of the conventional magnetoresistance
effect such as the DW resistance in ferromagnetic metal [28]
or giant magnetoresistance in spin-valve multilayers [34],
although it cannot be ruled out that specific electron-spin
coupling at the grain boundary might partly affect the observed
magnetoresistance. The σut/σt reaches as large as 30 at 3 K
for x = 0, suggesting that the charge transport for the AF
phase with multi-magnetic-domains is predominantly via the
electron conduction associated with the AF DW. This picture
can quantitatively explain the nonmonotonic behavior of virgin
magnetoresistivity [process (1) in Fig. 2(a)]; the positive
magnetoresistance in the low field region can be attributed
to the disappearance of a conductive DW, while the negative
magnetoresistivity above 3.5 T may be due to the canting of
Ir-5d moments.

Having established these results, we henceforth discuss the
electronic state of the AF DW. Figure 3(a) shows optical
conductivity spectra σ ′(ω) for x = 0 at 4 K. The σ ′(ω)
measured in the untrained, i.e., multidomain, state σ ′

ut(ω)
shows an upturn below 4 meV, whereas that measured in
the trained state σ ′

t (ω) monotonically decreases with lowering
ω. Here σ ′

ut(ω) is obtained at 0 T after cooling under zero
magnetic field, while σ ′

t (ω) is obtained at 0 T once the
magnetic field is applied up to 7 T at 4 K. Therefore,
we regard the difference between σ̃ut(ω) [=σ ′

ut(ω) + iσ ′′
ut(ω)]

and σ̃t(ω) [=σ ′
t (ω) + iσ ′′

t (ω)] as the optical absorption due
to the AF DW, #σ̃ (ω). Figure 3(b) shows the real part
#σ ′(ω) and the imaginary part #σ ′′(ω) of #σ̃ (ω). #σ ′(ω)
monotonically increases with decreasing photon energy ω,

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) The real part of optical conductivity
spectra at 4 K. The red (black) line indicates the spectra for the
untrained (trained) state. The filled circle denotes the dc conductivity
of the trained state and the open triangle denotes that of the untrained
state. The broken line is the guide to the eye for the trained state.
See text for details about the extrapolation for the untrained state.
(b) Complex optical conductivity #σ̃ (ω) at 4 K for the antiferromag-
netic domain walls, as defined by the differential spectra between the
untrained (multidomain) and trained (single-domain) states. The blue
(red) line indicates the real (imaginary) part of #σ̃ (ω). The dashed
lines denote the spectra fitted with the Drude formula.

and #σ ′′(ω) has a hump structure around 2 meV (the photon
energy corresponding to a scattering rate or damping constant),
which reminds us of the Drude response inherent to a good
metal. We show #σ ′(ω) and #σ ′′(ω) at various fields applied
during the process (1) in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively.
Although both #σ ′(ω) and #σ ′′(ω) are nearly unchanged
below 2 T, the spectral intensities are strongly suppressed
above 3 T and the #σ ′(ω) vanishes below 6 meV. We also plot
σ ′(ω = 2 meV) at various magnetic fields in Fig. 4(c). The
σ ′(ω = 2 meV) decreases dramatically as the field increases
from 0 up to 7 T [process (1)], while slightly and monotonically
decreases with decreasing field from 7 to 0 T [process (2)].
It is clear that the field dependence of σ ′(ω = 2 meV) in
the process (1) is distinct from that in the process (2) below
5 T. Such a behavior is qualitatively similar to the case of dc
conductivity as denoted by solid lines in Fig. 4(c), although the
σ ′(ω = 2 meV) is three orders of magnitude as large as the dc
conductivity.

The temperature dependence of #σ ′(ω) as well as #σDW
are displayed in Fig. 5. Here the #σDW corresponds to the dc
conductivity associated with the AF DW, which is defined
as σut − σt. The #σ ′(ω) appears to be well fitted by the
Drude model above 2 meV, showing the nearly temperature-
independent profile. In contrast, the #σDW is significantly
small compared to the hypothetical value extrapolated to
ω = 0 by a simple Drude response at low temperatures. Such a
discrepancy between the dc and ac (GHz-THz) conductivities
is often observed in disordered metals or semiconductors
where the dc charge transport is limited or disrupted by the
electron hopping through insulating boundaries/paths [35–37].
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FIG. 1. (color online). Reflectivity (R) and transmission
(Tra) of a Eu2Ir2O7 single crystal. Dashed curves are fits us-
ing the Lorentzian model (equation (1)). Grey lines are spec-
tra at intermediate temperatures. The temperature depen-
dence was measured over a 20÷6,000 cm−1 frequency range.

plex optical conductivity is related to the dielectric func-
tion by σ = σ1 + iσ2 = ωε/4πi.
Figure 1 shows the measured reflectivity and transmis-

sion spectra of Eu2Ir2O7 over a broad frequency range
and Figure 2 presents the frequency-dependent optical
conductivity σ1 and the dielectric constant ε1 as obtained
from analysis of the experimental spectra. Figure 2(a)
shows the optical conductivity in a broad frequency range
as obtained from the variational ε analysis. The two-
peak conductivity spectra are consistent with resonant
inelastic X-ray scattering spectra[27] and band structure
calculations[15]. The vanishing of σ1 at low frequencies
is a signature of a Dirac semimetal. The 1 eV band con-
sists of transitions between Jeff=1/2 bands[15]. Fig-
ures 2(b) and 2(c) show the optical conductivity and the
dielectric constant at low frequencies. The increasing
ε1 at low frequencies (Fig. 2(b)) is another character-
istic of a semimetal and is expected to diverge logarith-
mically for an intrinsic Weyl semimetal in the absence
of disorder[28]. The optical conductivity of an intrinsic
Weyl semimetal can be written as

σ1 =
g

12
·
e2

h
·
ω

v̄F
(2)

arising from interband excitations within the Dirac
cone[13]. Here, we denote by g the degeneracy of Dirac
nodes and by v̄F = (vxF v

y
F v

z
F )

1/3 the geometric mean of
the Fermi velocities. By fitting this expression to the
optical conductivity (magenta line in Fig. 2(b)) using
g=24[13], we obtain v̄F = 3.4 · 107 cm/s.
Based on this fit to the optical conductivity, we can ex-

tract the Coulomb interaction strength in the semimetal
as given by the effective Dirac fine structure constant
α=e2/!vFκ. Here, κ≈10 is the high-frequency dielectric
constant which shows no temperature-dependence as is
evident in Fig. 2(c). This gives a bare value of α=0.7 for

FIG. 2. (color online). Optical conductivity and dielec-
tric constant of a Eu2Ir2O7 single crystal. (a) Temperature-
independent broad band electronic optical conductivity. (b)
Temperature-dependent low-frequency part of the optical
conductivity. Our zero frequency values are close to the dc
measurements [25]. The magenta line in is a linear fit of equa-
tion (2) to the conductivity. (c) The dielectric constant. The
continuous green line is the blue 7 K line with the phonon
contributions removed. The dashed black line denotes the
high-frequency dielectric constant κ obtained from plasmon
fit.

the interaction strength, indicating that electron inter-
action could have considerable impact on the low-energy
properties of this Dirac material. Since the correspond-
ing fine structure constant for quantum electrodynamics
is 1/137 the current problem is a strong-coupling (and
non-relativistic) version of quantum electrodynamics.
The conductivity exhibits temperature dependence

only at low frequencies ω<500 cm−1. Fits of the equa-
tion (1) to the experimental spectra reveal that only
the Drude and phonon terms are temperature dependent
while the interband conductivity can be kept constant at
all temperatures. We show the result for the experimen-
tal Drude spectral weight and scattering γ as a function
of temperature in Fig. 3(a,b). The metal-insulator on-
setting at TN is seen to be due to a smooth decrease
of the Drude spectral weight in the Weyl state which
can exist only below TN where time reversal symmetry
is broken[13].
In Fig. 3(a), we compare the experimental Drude

weight with the theoretical prediction for a Dirac liq-
uid. The low-temperature saturation indicates a finite
Fermi energy EF (associated with unintentional resid-

Sushkov et al, arXiv:1507.01038
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FIG. 3. a) The main panel shows the resistivity, and field cooled (FC) and zero field cooled (ZFC)
susceptibilities for Eu-227, while the insert the spontaneous muon oscillation frequency. Data adapted
from Refs. 80 and 81. b) Phase diagram for the pyrochlore iridates R-227 based on transport and
magnetism measurements. (This is a supplemented and modified version of the diagram found in Ref. 78.)
The R-elements that do not have a local magnetic moment are emphasized in bold magenta. The only
non-lanthanide, R = Y, is denoted by a square.

manifold. Therefore, the SOC � splits the t
2g

spinful manifold into a higher energy J
e↵

= 1/2

doublet and a lower J
e↵

= 3/2 quadruplet. In an ionic picture, since Ir4+ has 5 d-electrons, the

J
e↵

= 1/2 doublet is half-filled, and only this orbital is involved in the low energy electronic

structure. More generally, if trigonal splitting is included, the J
e↵

= 3/2 levels are split and mixed

with the J
e↵

= 1/2 ones. In the general case, there is a highest Kramers doublet, whose character

varies with the ratio of SOC to trigonal splitting, between a J
e↵

= 1/2 doublet and a S = 1/2 one.

A band structure view is complementary to the ionic picture as we now discuss. If only the

highest doublet is involved, we expect 4 two-fold degenerate bands near the Fermi energy, as

there are 4 Ir per unit cell. As discussed by Wan et al.

46 and Yang et al.,51 it is instructive to

consider their structure at the � point. Due to cubic symmetry, the 8 Bloch states at this point

decompose into 2 two-dimensional irreducible representations (irreps) and 1 four-dimensional irrep.

By electron counting, these bands should be half-filled, so that if the order of these irreps, in terms

of degeneracies, is 2-2-4 or 4-2-2, a band insulating state may occur, while if the order is 2-4-2,

the 4-dimensional irrep must be half-filled and hence the system cannot be gapped at the band

structure level (see the lowest panel of Figure 5(b)). The former situation was obtained by Ref. 7

based on a phenomenological but ad-hoc Hubbard model for small U . They found a transition from

a semi-metallic ground state to a TI one with increasing the ratio of SOC to hopping. Subsequently,

by ab initio methods, Wan et al. found46 the latter, 2-4-2, ordering of irreps in Y-227. In this case,

a TI is impossible, but other topological phases can occur with increasing correlations. For those
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Metal-insulator Transition

high quality sample.  Zero field 
transition appears continuous.
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Metal-insulator Transition

high quality sample.  Zero field 
transition appears continuous.
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Metal-insulator Transition

high quality sample.  Zero field 
transition appears continuous.
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FIG. 2: (color online). Magnetic field dependence of (a) resistivity and (b) magnetization at 2

K for several field directions. The blue curve denotes H||[111], the green one H||[110], and the

red (purple) one H||[001] on increasing (decreasing) field process, respectively. The inset to (a)

shows the field dependence of resistivity for H|[001]| up to 20 T at 27 mK. (c) Schematic of the

possible spin configurations in H||[001]. (d) Temperature dependence of ρt (black line), ρ(14T)

along H||[111] (blue line), H||[110] (green line), and H||[001] (red line), respectively.
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Metal-Insulator Transition

• It appears that there is a single 
ordered, insulating phase which forms a 
compact region at small B,T
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• Why such a small field?

• What is the nature of the metallic state?
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Anisotropy
• Nd sensitivity to direction is transferred to Ir
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Figure 3: Magnetization curve along ⟨100⟩ and ⟨111⟩ for (a) Nd and (b) Ir
moments. The parameters used for Ir bands are: toxy = 1.0, tσ = −1.1, tπ =
−2tσ/3, t′σ = 0.02tσ, t′π = 0.02tπ, U = 0.6, and µ(Ir) = 1.0. For Nd moments,
following coupling constants are used: Gz1 = −5.706 × 10−2, Gz2 = −1.854 ×
10−2, Gx1 = 6.0× 10−3, Gx2 = 0.0, Gy = 1.0× 10−2, and µ(Nd) = 5.0.
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Hartree-Fock on Hubbard
+Kondo lattice model

HK =
X

ia

~Si · Jia · ~⌧a acts like heff ~10meV local field on Ir

•heff is comparable to renormalized 
bandwidth

•can explain the anisotropy
•BUT how can it collapse a 45meV gap?
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• Beyond Hartree-Fock/MFT, we expect 

the field-induced transition is first order

• This is supported by the data 

• Gap does not close at B=Bc - 0+

• Transition is due to vanishing of 
condensation energy, not gap 
closing.



Critical field
• Beyond Hartree-Fock/MFT, we expect 

the field-induced transition is first order

• This is supported by the data 

crystal eventually remains metallic down to the lowest
temperature without a trace of a charge-ordered phase.
The metal-insulator phase diagram derived in the plane
of H (magnetic field) and T (temperature) shows a large
hysteretic region arising from the metastability of the
ferromagnetic metal and charge-ordered insulating
states at low temperatures in the course of the first-order
phase transition (Kuwahara et al., 1995; Tokura, Kuwa-
hara, et al., 1996a). A quite similar behavior was ob-
served for La12xCaxMnO3 with x;0.5 (Schiffer et al.,
1995).

Increasing x beyond 0.5 for R12xSrxMnO3 (R5La,
Pr, and Nd; x50.5–0.6) seems to produce a unique fer-
romagnetic state, which is an A-type layered antiferro-
magnet like LaMnO3 but is conducting within the ferro-
magnetic basal plane (Kawano et al., 1997). The
resultant confinement of the spin-polarized carriers
within the ferromagnetic sheets gives rise to large an-
isotropy in the resistivity, in spite of the nearly cubic
lattice structure (Kuwahara et al., 1998). When x is in-
creased further above 0.6, e.g., in La12xCaxMnO3, a new
pattern of charge ordering different from the CE type is
observed (Chen, Cheong, and Hwang, 1997).

The charge-ordered insulating state appears to be ex-
tended over a wider doping region (x) when W is fur-
ther narrowed, as can be seen for x.0.3 in the case of
Pr12xCaxMnO3 [Fig. 191(c); Jirak et al., 1980, 1985]. The
charge and orbital ordering take place at first in the
same commensurate pattern, as shown in Fig. 197 below
TCO5220–250 K when x.0.3. The onset of spin order-
ing emerges at a lower temperature than charge order-
ing. The crystal at x50.5 undergoes a spin-collinear an-
tiferromagnetic transition of the CE type at 160 K. With
deviation of x from 0.5, the coupling of the spins along
the c axis becomes ferromagnetic in the antiferromag-
netically ordered state, and then the spin-canted phase
arises in the lower temperature region. The spin-canting
transition temperature (TCA) and the spin-canting angle
tend to increase with deviation of x from 0.5 (see Fig.

191). These features were interpreted in terms of the
role of the double-exchange electrons extending along
the c-axis direction, i.e., the charged-stripe direction
(Jirak et al., 1985).

The metal-insulator phase diagram for
Pr12xCaxMnO3 (x50.3–0.5) is shown in Fig. 199 in the
H-T plane (Tomioka et al., 1996; Tokunaga et al., 1998).
The ferromagnetic metal/charge-ordered insulator phase
boundaries, accompanied by a metamagnetic change in
the magnetization, were determined by studies of iso-
thermal magnetoresistance in which a change in resistiv-
ity of several orders of magnitude was observed (To-
mioka et al. 1995, 1996). A larger external field is needed
to destroy the charge-ordered insulating state in
Pa12xCaxMnO3 (x50.5) crystals than in the corre-
sponding Nd-Sr compound (see Fig. 198) with a larger
W . The field hysteresis (hatched region) expands at low
temperatures, which represents the supercooling (super-
heating) phenomena characteristic of a first-order phase
transition. With deviation of x from 0.5, however, the
ferromagnetic metal/charge-ordered insulator phase
boundary is shifted to the low-magnetic-field side, in
particular at low temperatures, reflecting perhaps a spin-
canting tendency. The reentrant behavior of the charge-
ordered transition, e.g., in the field-cooled run at x
,0.5, may arise from large entropy in the discommen-
surate charge-ordered state. In particular, for x50.3 the
field-induced transition from ferromagnetic metal to
charge-ordered insulator in the isothermal process be-

FIG. 198. Temperature dependence of the resistivity under
various magnetic fields in Nd12xSrxMnO3 (x50.5). From Ku-
wahara et al., 1995, 1997.

FIG. 199. MI phase diagrams for Pr12xCaxMnO3 (x
50.3–0.5) in the H-T plane (Tomioka et al., 1996, Tokunaga
et al., 1997).
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Critical field
• Beyond Hartree-Fock/MFT, we expect 

the field-induced transition is first order

• This is supported by the data 

crystal eventually remains metallic down to the lowest
temperature without a trace of a charge-ordered phase.
The metal-insulator phase diagram derived in the plane
of H (magnetic field) and T (temperature) shows a large
hysteretic region arising from the metastability of the
ferromagnetic metal and charge-ordered insulating
states at low temperatures in the course of the first-order
phase transition (Kuwahara et al., 1995; Tokura, Kuwa-
hara, et al., 1996a). A quite similar behavior was ob-
served for La12xCaxMnO3 with x;0.5 (Schiffer et al.,
1995).

Increasing x beyond 0.5 for R12xSrxMnO3 (R5La,
Pr, and Nd; x50.5–0.6) seems to produce a unique fer-
romagnetic state, which is an A-type layered antiferro-
magnet like LaMnO3 but is conducting within the ferro-
magnetic basal plane (Kawano et al., 1997). The
resultant confinement of the spin-polarized carriers
within the ferromagnetic sheets gives rise to large an-
isotropy in the resistivity, in spite of the nearly cubic
lattice structure (Kuwahara et al., 1998). When x is in-
creased further above 0.6, e.g., in La12xCaxMnO3, a new
pattern of charge ordering different from the CE type is
observed (Chen, Cheong, and Hwang, 1997).

The charge-ordered insulating state appears to be ex-
tended over a wider doping region (x) when W is fur-
ther narrowed, as can be seen for x.0.3 in the case of
Pr12xCaxMnO3 [Fig. 191(c); Jirak et al., 1980, 1985]. The
charge and orbital ordering take place at first in the
same commensurate pattern, as shown in Fig. 197 below
TCO5220–250 K when x.0.3. The onset of spin order-
ing emerges at a lower temperature than charge order-
ing. The crystal at x50.5 undergoes a spin-collinear an-
tiferromagnetic transition of the CE type at 160 K. With
deviation of x from 0.5, the coupling of the spins along
the c axis becomes ferromagnetic in the antiferromag-
netically ordered state, and then the spin-canted phase
arises in the lower temperature region. The spin-canting
transition temperature (TCA) and the spin-canting angle
tend to increase with deviation of x from 0.5 (see Fig.

191). These features were interpreted in terms of the
role of the double-exchange electrons extending along
the c-axis direction, i.e., the charged-stripe direction
(Jirak et al., 1985).

The metal-insulator phase diagram for
Pr12xCaxMnO3 (x50.3–0.5) is shown in Fig. 199 in the
H-T plane (Tomioka et al., 1996; Tokunaga et al., 1998).
The ferromagnetic metal/charge-ordered insulator phase
boundaries, accompanied by a metamagnetic change in
the magnetization, were determined by studies of iso-
thermal magnetoresistance in which a change in resistiv-
ity of several orders of magnitude was observed (To-
mioka et al. 1995, 1996). A larger external field is needed
to destroy the charge-ordered insulating state in
Pa12xCaxMnO3 (x50.5) crystals than in the corre-
sponding Nd-Sr compound (see Fig. 198) with a larger
W . The field hysteresis (hatched region) expands at low
temperatures, which represents the supercooling (super-
heating) phenomena characteristic of a first-order phase
transition. With deviation of x from 0.5, however, the
ferromagnetic metal/charge-ordered insulator phase
boundary is shifted to the low-magnetic-field side, in
particular at low temperatures, reflecting perhaps a spin-
canting tendency. The reentrant behavior of the charge-
ordered transition, e.g., in the field-cooled run at x
,0.5, may arise from large entropy in the discommen-
surate charge-ordered state. In particular, for x50.3 the
field-induced transition from ferromagnetic metal to
charge-ordered insulator in the isothermal process be-

FIG. 198. Temperature dependence of the resistivity under
various magnetic fields in Nd12xSrxMnO3 (x50.5). From Ku-
wahara et al., 1995, 1997.

FIG. 199. MI phase diagrams for Pr12xCaxMnO3 (x
50.3–0.5) in the H-T plane (Tomioka et al., 1996, Tokunaga
et al., 1997).
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c.f. manganites -
a strongly first 

order transition at 
all temperatures

tricritical point
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Metal-Insulator Transition

• Why only along (100)?

• Why such a small field?

• What is the nature of the metallic state?

Zhaoming Tian et al, submitted
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Figure 5: (left) Density of states with external field along ⟨100⟩ and (right)
band structure along Γ − X line at h = 0.03. The parameters used for Ir
bands are: toxy = 1.0, tσ = −1.1, tπ = −2tσ/3, t′σ = 0.02tσ, t′π = 0.02tπ,
U = 0.6, and µ(Ir) = 1.0. For Nd moments, following coupling constants are
used: Gz1 = −5.706×10−2, Gz2 = −1.854×10−2, Gx1 = 6.0×10−3, Gx2 = 0.0,
Gy = 1.0× 10−2, and µ(Nd) = 5.0.
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Figure 6: Anomalous Hall conductivity under external field along ⟨100⟩. The
parameters used for Ir bands are: toxy = 1.0, tσ = −1.1, tπ = −2tσ/3, t′σ =
0.02tσ, t′π = 0.02tπ, U = 0.6, and µ(Ir) = 1.0. For Nd moments, following
coupling constants are used: Gz1 = −5.706 × 10−2, Gz2 = −1.854 × 10−2,
Gx1 = 6.0× 10−3, Gx2 = 0.0, Gy = 1.0× 10−2, and µ(Nd) = 5.0.
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Weyl?
• Guess: field completely suppresses AIAO 

Ising order

• Like quadratic band touching with 
uniform field?  Interesting nodal structure
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Figure 5: (left) Density of states with external field along ⟨100⟩ and (right)
band structure along Γ − X line at h = 0.03. The parameters used for Ir
bands are: toxy = 1.0, tσ = −1.1, tπ = −2tσ/3, t′σ = 0.02tσ, t′π = 0.02tπ,
U = 0.6, and µ(Ir) = 1.0. For Nd moments, following coupling constants are
used: Gz1 = −5.706×10−2, Gz2 = −1.854×10−2, Gx1 = 6.0×10−3, Gx2 = 0.0,
Gy = 1.0× 10−2, and µ(Nd) = 5.0.
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Figure 6: Anomalous Hall conductivity under external field along ⟨100⟩. The
parameters used for Ir bands are: toxy = 1.0, tσ = −1.1, tπ = −2tσ/3, t′σ =
0.02tσ, t′π = 0.02tπ, U = 0.6, and µ(Ir) = 1.0. For Nd moments, following
coupling constants are used: Gz1 = −5.706 × 10−2, Gz2 = −1.854 × 10−2,
Gx1 = 6.0× 10−3, Gx2 = 0.0, Gy = 1.0× 10−2, and µ(Nd) = 5.0.
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Simple MFT gives 
large Hall conductivity

(too large)



Conclusions
• Many new topological phases and effects are 

possible in interacting systems

• The paramagnet electronic structure of A2Ir2O7 
realizes a strongly correlated analog of HgTe

• In theory, this supports topological insulators, 
Weyl semimetals, and quantum criticality

• Observed a field-tuned metal-insulator transition: 
demonstrates control of electronic state

• Topology?


